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Automatic Chinese Factual Question 
Generation  

Ming Liu, Vasile Rus and Li Liu  

Abstract—Question generation is an emerging research area of artificial intelligence in education. Question authoring tools are 
important in educational technologies, e.g. intelligent tutoring systems, as well as in dialogue systems. Approaches to generate 
factual questions, i.e. questions that have concrete answers, mainly make use of the syntactical and semantic information in a 
declarative sentence, which is then transformed into questions. Recently, some research has been conducted to investigate 
Chinese factual question generation with some limited success. Reported performance is poor due to unavoidable errors (e.g. 
sentence parsing, name entity recognition and rule-based question transformation errors) and the complexity of long Chinese 
sentences. This article introduces a novel Chinese question generation system based on three stages, sentence simplification, 
question generation and ranking, to address the challenge of automatically generating factual questions in Chinese. The 
proposed approach and system have been evaluated on sentences from the New Practical Chinese Reader corpus. 
Experimental results show that ranking improves more than 20 percentage of questions rated as acceptable by annotators, from 
65% of all questions to 87% of the top ranked 25% questions. 

Index Terms—Educational Technology, Natural Language Processing, Authoring System  

——————————   u   —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION
uestions are useful to support reflection and improve 
learning. Factual questions are questions whose an-

swers are specific facts; typical examples of factual ques-
tions are of type who?, what?, where?, and when?[1]. 
Many studies [2, 3] showed that factual questions are mo-
re useful for elementary school students to learn. For ex-
ample, an elementary school teacher might ask his or her 
students basic factual questions while they are still learn-
ing to read as a way to stimulate their processing of a sto-
ry they might have just read and also to assess their read-
ing skills based on which appropriate pedagogical strate-
gies could be triggered. It should be noted that asking 
questions by itself is a good pedagogical strategy to be 
used by teachers in order to model for their students how 
to ask questions. Such a pedagogically strategy is highly 
recommended for teachers to use as there is plenty of ev-
idence from many studies that have shown that students 
have problems recognizing their own knowledge deficits 
[4] and ask very few questions during instruction [5]. Fur-
thermore, there is an acute need for questions for devel-
oping advanced educational technologies such as intelli-
gent tutoring systems [1]. Last but not least, questions are 
key elements in assessment instruments such as reading 
comprehension tests. The authoring of good questions by 
human experts to be included in manuals for teachers, 
computer tutors, or reading comprehension assessment 
instruments, is an expensive, time consuming and effort-
ful process. We propose here a method to automate the 

process. 
Our proposed approach to automatically generate 

questions will have an impact on the broad area of intelli-
gent authoring tools which are needed in order to help 
teachers save time and effort for creating pedagogical 
content and to assist educational technology developers 
reduce development costs. To emphasize this point, we 
illustrate next authoring tools in the areas of intelligent 
tutoring systems and computer-assisted language learn-
ing. Ritter [6] describes an authoring tool for automatical-
ly parsing the text of an algebra word problem into a 
formal semantic representation that could be loaded into 
a cognitive tutor. Aleahmad et al. [7] presents a crowd-
sourcing approach to the problem of generating content.  

There has also been work on automatically creating 
content in the area of computer-assisted language learn-
ing. For example, Meurers et al. [8] describe a system that 
takes arbitrary texts as input and, with natural language 
processing (NLP) technologies, highlights specific gram-
matical constructions and automatically creates grammar 
practice exercises. Also, Heilman et al. [9] describe a sys-
tem that uses NLP and text retrieval technologies to help 
English as a Second Language teachers find pedagogical-
ly appropriate reading practice materials (e.g., texts at an 
appropriate reading level) for intermediate and advanced 
language learners. The automated question generation 
system can be helpful for creating hint and prompts in an 
intelligent tutoring system [1] and constructing questions 
for English language learning [10].     

The generation of questions by humans has long moti-
vated theoretical work in linguistics since 1967 [11], par-
ticularly work that considers questions as transformations 
of canonical declarative sentences [12]. In recent years, 
with the advance of NLP techniques (e.g. syntactic parser, 
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named entity recognizer, and shallow semantic labeling), 
automatic question generation tools has been proposed to 
generate specific questions about facts (where, when, 
who), and intentions and mental states of characters to 
support reading comprehension and vocabulary assess-
ment [10, 13-16]. In addition, some researchers focus on 
generating multiple choice questions about lexical rela-
tionships [17] based on WordNet [18], and related words 
based on distributed similarity techniques [19]. Further-
more, other researchers emphasize generating questions 
to create dialogues from monologues as instructional con-
tent [20]. Our previous work on automatic question gen-
eration focused on generating trigger questions for 
academic writing support in English [21, 22]. The ques-
tions were generated from academic essays and literature 
reviews written by university students. The current ques-
tion generation system focused on generating factual 
questions in Chinese, which could be useful for reading 
comprehension. The questions were generated from 
learning materials. Like our previous work, the current 
study adapted the three stages of question generation 
approach including, sentence simplification, question 
generation and ranking, which are described in detail in 
section 3. 

Chinese Question Generation is a relatively new re-
search area, which has been investigated by a number 
researchers [23, 24]. Professor He et al. [23] from Tian-
Jing University first trained a maximum entropy classi-
fier to identify the semantic chunk of a noun phrase, 
including entity, attribute, attribute value, event and 
role, within a declarative sentence. Then, they defined 
question generation rules based on semantic and syn-
tactical information to generate four types of ques-
tions: 1 - Yes/No question, 2 - Affirmative-negative 
question 3, - Choice question 4, Wh-questions. In the 
experiment, they used 30 sport articles from the Chi-
nese Wikipedia including 100 sentences for evaluation. 
The reported average accuracy was 53.34% for wh-
questions. One major drawback of this approach is that 
the maximum entropy classifier yielded poor perfor-
mance due to the small training dataset (30 articles) 
and lack of a sufficient feature set.  

The most relevant work to ours is the question gen-
eration system developed by Professor Wang et al. [24] 
from Harbin Institute of Technology. This system fo-
cuses on generating factual wh-questions based on the 
semantic and syntactical information extracted. In their 
evaluation, they selected 100 sentences from Chinese 
Wikipedia, called Baidubaike (http://baike.baidu.com/), 
to generate questions. The study results showed that the 
precision was 0.514 while the recall was 0.500. The major 
reason for this poor performance is the complex, long 
sentences in Chinese which often cause problems for NLP 
steps such as sentence parsing and named entity recog-
nizing. Furthermore, it is unclear how they defined the 
question generation rules. 

  In this article, we present a novel automatic Chinese 
factual question generation system that includes 3 major 
stages: sentence simplification, question generation and 
ranking. Compared to previous studies [23, 24], the pre-

sent study describes an improved question generation 
system based on an overgeneration-and-ranking strategy 
and its evaluation in an educational context. Specifically, 
the major contributions of this paper are the following: 

1. Applied a learning-to-rank approach to the task 
of generating and ranking Chinese natural lan-
guage questions. The results of the evaluation of 
the approach show that the ranking of questions 
is improved by including features beyond sur-
face characteristics.  

2. Used actual instructional materials (New Practical 
Chinese Reader corpus), and a relatively large da-
taset (1816 generated questions), to evaluate the 
system.  

3. Incorporated linguistic knowledge in the sen-
tence simplification step and in the question gen-
eration rules such as abstract temporal adverb 
constraints, discourse relations in long Chinese 
sentences [25], and interrogative pronoun classi-
fication [26]. 

2 RELATED WORK 
2.1 Chinese Natural Language Processing Platform 

Chinese NLP research has been going on for more than 
50 years and delivered some success in morphological, 
syntactic and semantic analysis [27]. Lack of clear delim-
iters between words in a Chinese sentence illustrates Chi-
nese NLP’s uniqueness relative to Western languages, e.g. 
English. For this reason, automatic word segmentation is 
a major step in Chinese morphological analysis. During 
the last decades, Chinese NLP systems were developed 
such as those developed by the Institute of Computing 
Technology, the Chinese Lexical Analysis System (IC-
TCLAS: http://ictclas.nlpir.org) and the Language Tech-
nology Platform (LTP: http://www.ltp-cloud.com/). A 
typical Chinese NLP system includes lexical analysis 

 
 

Figure 1: the LTP architecture. This image is taken from [24] 
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(word segmentation, part-of-speech tagging, named enti-
ty recognition) and syntactic parsing modules. These sys-
tems can now perform quite well; for instance, ICTCLAS 
can reach a precision of 98.45% in word segmentation. 
More recently, LTP [28], developed by Harbin Institute of 
Technology, added a semantic parsing module (word 
sense disambiguation, semantic role labeling) and 
achieved excellent results in word segmentation (F1=97.4), 
named entity recognition (F1=92.25), syntactic pars-
ing(LAS=78.23%) and semantic parsing (F1=77.18%) at 
CoNLL and SemEval. Figure 1 shows the system architec-
ture of LTP. It uses XML to exchange information and 
provides visualization facilities to display sentence pro-
cessing results. Figure 2 presents an example of the pro-
cessing result of the sentence below:  

 
雷锋是最可爱的人 (LeiFeng is the most lovely man). 

 

In this example, the syntactic dependecy parsing result 
is shown on top together with syntatic relation labels. 
Rows 1 to 4 show the word segmentation, part of speech 
tagging, named entity recognition, and semantic relation 
labelling results, respectively. LTP provides open access 
to this service through web service and sends the 
processing result back in a number of formats, such as 
XML and JSON. Professor Wang et al. [24] used an early 
version of LTP to develop a Chinese question generation 
system. In this study, we extend their work by defining 
more explicit question generation rules, implementing a 
sentence simplification module and a question ranking 
module. 
  2.2 Learning-to-Rank 
Learning to rank is a relatively new research area, which 
received increasing attention in both the Information Re-
trieval and Machine Learning research communities, dur-
ing the past decade. Most of approaches to learning to 
rank are designed as supervised machine learning ap-
proaches, i.e. learning a target concept from expert-
labeled instances. Typically, instances are assigned a (bi-
nary or ordinal) score or label indicating their relevance 
to the target concept as decided by an independent, ex-
pert judgment. In the training phase, a ranking function is 
learned based on a set of features the expert labels. In the 
testing phase, the ranking function is used to rank a new 
set of instances and generate a ranked order. 

According to how they treat the sets of ratings and loss 
functions used during training, Cao et al. [29] classify 
learning-to-rank approaches into 3 categories: 1) 
Pointwise Approach: learning to classify instances, i.e. 
questions in our case, according to their label individually 
(e.g. positive or negative category), 2) Pairwise Approach: 
classifying pairs of rated questions into two categories 
(correctly ranked or incorrectly ranked), and 3) Listwise 
Approach: optimizing the loss function for ordering a set 
of candidate questions. In the information retrieval litera-
ture, the Pointwise approach is viewed as the weakest of 
the three learning-to-rank approaches because it ignores 
the cluster of answer instances per query. An answer re-
fers to a searching result for a given query. Machine 
learning techniques that can be used in conjunction with 
the Pointwise approach are classifiers (e.g. Naïve Bayes 
and Support Vector Machine) and regressors (e.g. Logistic 
Regression and Support Vector Machine Regression; [30, 
31]). In the case of classifiers, the classifier is trained based 
on each instance label and predicts a score as a ranking 
value for each instance, expressing the probability that it 
should be classified as relevant. The Pairwise approaches 
are considered more effective than Pointwise approaches 
because pairs of answer instances are considered. The 
algorithms used in Pairwise approaches are RankSVM 
[32], RankBoost [33] and RankNet [34]. Listwise ap-
proaches are more recent developments. Liu [35] shows 
that the Listwise techniques, such as Adarank [36], reach 
scores similar to or better than Pairwise techniques. 
The general idea of ranking the output of a system 

using learning-to-rank approach has been explored in 
sentence parsing, natural language generation and dia-
logue systems. Collins and Koo [37] presented methods 
for re-ranking syntactic parse trees from a generative 
parsing model using a discriminative ranker that can con-
sider complex syntactic features. Langkilde and Knight 
[38] describe methods for efficiently using n-grams statis-
tics gathered from a large general-purpose corpus to rank 
the outputs from a rule-based natural language genera-
tion system in order to improve fluency. Working on a 
spoken dialogue system for the travel domain, Walker et 
al. [39] use a statistical ranker to select sentence plans, 
which are formal graph-based representations of poten-
tial outputs that their system can generate. They created a 
tailored dataset to train this ranker by gathering ratings of 
such sentence plans from trained experts. Probably the 
most similar overgeneration-and-rank approach to our 
own solution is that of Heilman and Noah [14]. They ap-
plied a linear regression-ranking model to rank the quali-
ty of English questions generated from articles in Wik-
ipedia. In our study, we applied and evaluated learning-
to-rank (RankSVM and Linear Regression) in our ques-
tion-ranking model.  

3 SYSTEM FRAMEWORK 
This section presents an overview of the system‘s pipeline 
architecture (see Figure 3), describing each step and em-
phasizing the question ranker. The three major stages of 
the pipeline are: sentence simplification, question trans-

 
 

           Figure 2: An example of sentence processing result in LTP 
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formation and ranking. Preprocessing is also needed but 
we do not consider it a major stage but rather a necessary 
preparation step.  

3.1 Pre-processing  
  Each sentence extracted from a given article is parsed 
using the LTP software. Specifically, in this step our sys-
tem performs word segmentation, part of speech tagging, 

named entity recognition and dependency parsing and 
semantic role label parsing (an example is shown in Fig-
ure 2). This information is essential for sentence simplifi-
cation and question generation, described next. 

3.2 Sentence Simplification 
In order to reduce the complexity of question generation, 
we perform a sentence simplification step in the first 

TABLE 1: EXAMPLES OF SENTENCE SIMPLIFICATION RULES 
Description Pattern Derived Sentence with Main Elements 
Rule 1: A complex 

sentence embedded with 
conjunction relation 

 
 

{A01}+{Main Verb1}+{A11}+ 
Coo(Main Verb1, Main Verb2)+{A12} 

{A01}+{Main Verb1}+{A11} 
{A01}+{Main Verb2}+{A12} 

Example:  
西安既是一座历史悠久的古都，又是一座现代化的城市。 
Xi'an is not only an ancient capital with a long history, but also a modern city. 
Simple Sentences: 
1西安是一座历史悠久的古都。 

Xi'an is an ancient capital with a long history. 
2西安是一座现代化的城市。 
Xi’an is a modern city. 

Rule 2: A complex 
sentence embedded with 
cause relation 

{A01}+{Main Verb1}+{A11}+ 
{A02}+Coo(Main Verb1, Main Verb2)+{A12} 

{A01}+{Main Verb1}+{A11} 
{A02}+{Main Verb2}+{A12} 

Example: 
因为雷锋叔叔为人民做许多好事，所以人民永远怀念他。 
Because Uncle Lei Feng does a lot of good things for the people, people will 

remember him forever. 
Simple Sentences: 
1 雷锋叔叔为人民做许多好事。 
Uncle Lei Feng does a lot of good things for the people 
2人民永远怀念他。 
People will remember him forever. 

 
Figure 3: Three Stages Question Generation System 
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stage. This includes sentence splitting and sentence com-
pression because Chinese sentences are usually very long 
and often connect two or more self-complete sentences 
together. Researchers focus on preserving the critical in-
formation of the sentence for summarization [40, 41]. In 
our approach, a set of transformation operations derive a 
simpler form of the source sentence by removing paren-
theses (The elements in a sentence which function as the 
explanatory or qualifying remarks and have no clear de-
pendent relations with the other constituents of a sen-
tence.), adverbial modifiers between commas and phrase 
types such as sentence-level modifying phrases (e.g. 
manner adverb). But, in some cases, we keep some ad-
verbial modifiers if they contain information about a per-
son name, place, number, and time because this infor-
mation can generate potential questions.  

 To enable questions about syntactically embedded 
content, our system splits a complex or compound sen-
tence into a set of simple sentences. Wu et al. [25] classi-
fied Chinese discourse relations within a long sentence 
into four main categories: conjunction (e.g. coordinate 

and temporal), comparison (e.g. contrast and concession), 
contingency (e.g. cause, result, condition) and expansion. 
In our work, we defined a set of rules based on the se-
mantic labels and dependency relations between main 
verbs. In the current version of LTP, all these relations are 
denoted as Coo(Main Verb1, Main Verb2), depicting a 
relation between embedded sentences including conjunc-
tion, comparison and cause relations between two sen-
tences. Table 1 shows two sentence simplification rules 
for splitting a complex sentence into two simple sentenc-
es. The first complex sentence has been split into two 
simple sentences based on the conjunction relation while 
the second complex sentence was split based on the cause 
relation.  

3.3 Question Transformation  
In this stage, the simplified declarative sentences de-

rived in stage 1 are transformed into a set of questions 
based on predefined question generation rules showed in 
Table 2. A key subtask of question generation is target 
content selection, i.e. what is the target content the ques-
tion is asking about. In our case, we identify answer 

TABLE 2: EXAMPLES OF QUESTION GENERATION RULES 
Question 
Type 

Description Pattern  Question template 

谁 
(Who) 

Subject contains 
person name 

Contains(nh|r, A0) Replace(谁, nh|r, A0) 
E.g. 雷锋是最可爱的人。Lei Feng is the most lovable person. 
        谁是最可爱的人?  Who is the most lovely person 

哪 家 机 构 
(Which) 

Object contains 
organization name  

Contains(ni, A1) Replace(哪所机构, ni|r, A1)? 
E.g. 张华本科毕业后，就来到了微软公司。After graduation, Zhang Hua 
came to the Microsoft Corporation. 
         张华本科毕业后，就去了哪所机构？After graduation, Which or-
ganization did Zhang Hua come to? 

哪里 
(Where) 

It serves as an ad-
verbial modifier of 
place. 

Contains( ns|nl, LOC) Replace(哪里, ns|nl) 
E.g.第 29 届夏季奥林匹克运动会在北京举行。The twenty-ninth Sum-
mer Olympic Games was held in Beijing. 
      第 29届夏季奥林匹克运动会在哪里举行Where was the twenty-ninth 
Summer Olympic Games held? 

多少 
(How Many) 

Subject contains a 
number following 
quantity 

Contains(m+q, A0) Replace(多少, m, A0) 
E.g. 20支队伍在进行划船比赛。The 20 teams are rowing a boat race. 
        多少支队伍在进行划船比赛? How many teams are rowing a boat 
race? 

什 么 时 候
（When） 

It serves as an ad-
verbial modifier of 
time. 

Contains{group(nt), TMP} Replace(什么时候, TMP) 
E.g. 1942年新加坡宣布独立。Singapore announced independence in 1942. 
       新加坡什么时候宣布独立? When did Singapore announce independ-
ence? 

什么 
(What) 

Possessive NP Possessive(possessor, 的) Replace(什么，possessor, A0|A1) 
E.g.  航空发动机是飞机的心脏。Aero engine is the plane’s heart. 
        航空发动机是什么的心脏？Whose heart is the Aero engine?  

Subject contains  Contains(n|nz, A0) Replace(什么, NP, A0)? 
风筝做好了。The Kite is ready. 
什么做好了?  What is ready? 

Note: LOC refers to the adverb of place, TMP the adverb of time, A0 the agent, A1 the object, ns geographical name, nl location name, nt 
temporal noun, Nz other proper noun, n general noun phrase Q refers to quantity, which can be 小时(hour), 天(day)，周(week)，月
(month)，世纪(century). Contains(X,Y) function means that X is in Y. Replace(X,Y,Z) function means that the interrogative pronoun (X) 
replaces the answer phrase (Y) in a certain part of the sentence (Z). Group(nt) refers to add one or more nts together by looking at att(nt, nt). 
NP refers to noun phrase which does not include location, person name, organization name and person pronouns. Possessive (owner, 的) 
means that there is a possessive noun form by detecting the relationship between the possessor (noun phrase) and possession (noun phrase)  
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phrases in the input declarative sentence as potential tar-
gets for generating questions about. In Chinese, a ques-
tion is generated by using an interrogative pronoun to 
replace the target answer phrase in the declarative sen-
tence. Unlike question generation in English, it does not 
require subject-auxiliary inversion and verb decomposi-
tion. In this respect, the question generation process in 
Chinese is simpler. 

  Zhang et al. [26] identified 11 interrogative pronouns 
in Chinese including 谁 (who), 什么 (what), 哪 (which), 哪
儿 (where), 哪里 (where), 怎么 (how), 怎么样 (how to), 多
少 (how many), 多(how), 几 (how many|how much) and 
为什么 (why). They classified them into three groups, 
nominal interrogative pronoun, predicate interrogative 
pronoun and “which” interrogative pronoun. Nominal 
interrogative pronouns include who, what and where. 
The predicate interrogative pronouns include how many, 
how, how to and why. “Which” interrogative pronoun 
only includes which. Moreover, they identified the com-
mon use of each interrogative pronoun and found that an 
interrogative pronoun often acted as subject, object and 
adverbial modifier of time or location in a question. In 
our implementation, rules (shown in Table 2) are defined 
to extract answer phrases used as subject, object and at-
tribute for 谁(who), 哪里(where), 什么(what) and 多少
(how many) questions based on Zhang et al’ s work. For 
example, the 谁(who) pronoun can often be used as sub-
ject, object, or attribute . 

  Currently, we used the semantic role labels to identify 
subjects and objects as well as other roles such as 时间副
词 (temporal adverbial) and 地点副词 (locative adverbial). 
In addition, we utilized named entities, such as 人名
(person name), 机 构 名(organization name), 地 点 名
(location name) and part of speech, such as 时间名词
(temporal noun) and 数字(number), to identify target an-
swer phrases to generate factual questions, including 谁
(who) and 哪里(where), 什么(what),多少(how many), 哪
所机构(which) and 什么时候(when).     

 Not all of the above target answer phrases can be used 
for question generation. For example, some abstract tem-
poral adverbs cannot be used as answer phrases to gener-
ate when questions because these answer phrases do not 

refer to a specific time. We obtained 130 abstract temporal 
adverbs identified by Lu and Ma [42] which can be used 
for question generation. They include 最近 (recent), 此时
(now), 有时(sometimes), 经常(often),偶尔(occasion),一会
(moment), 马上(at once), 立刻(right away), 以前(before) 
and常常(often). Moreover, we do not generate questions 
about the content in double quotes.  

We provide next an example to illustrate the whole 
question generation process including sentence simplifi-
cation and question generation. The following sentence is 
first extracted from a source article and then parsed in the 
pre-processing stage. Figure 4 shows the parsed tree by 
the LTP. 

 
中国 3 名航天员首次成功实施空间出舱活动和空间科学

实验，实现了空间技术发展的重大跨越。 
For the first time, three Chinese astronauts successfully fin-

ished the space science experiments, and realized the great leap 
of the development of space technology. 

 
This long sentence is split into the following two sim-

ple sentences by matching the sentence simplification rule 
1 and then simplified by removing the adverbs, 首次(at 
the first time) and 成功(successfully):  

 
1.中国 3名航天员实施空间出舱活动和空间科学实验. 
Three Chinese astronauts finished the space science experi-

ments.  
2.中国 3名航天员实现了空间技术发展的重大跨越。 
Three Chinese astronauts realized the great leap of the devel-

opment of space technology. 
 
In the second stage, the question generation rules are 

applied to each simple sentence. For example, the token 
‘three’ has been correctly detected as a number in the in-
put sentences as it is denoted as m which in turn matches 
the pattern Contains(m+q,A0) defined in the How 
Many question type defined in Table 2. This pattern 
indicates that m+ q is a subject (A0) which determines 
a question to be generated by using the question tem-
plate Replace(多少,m,A0). 

 

Figure 4: An example of a parsed long sentence by LTP 
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多少名航天员实施空间出出舱活动和空间科学实验？ 
How many Chinese astronauts finished the space science 

experiments? 
 
Similarly, other four questions are generated, includ-

ing the following unacceptable question. 
中国 3名什么实施空间出舱活动和空间科学实验. 
Three Chinese of what finished the space and space science 

experiments.  
 
This problematical what-question is generated based 

on the question generation rule that replaces the interrog-
ative pronoun 什么(what) to the general noun 航天员 (as-
tronaut). The LTP parser is the root cause of this bad 
question as explained in the discussion and conclusion 
section. 

4 QUESTION RANKING  
The previous stages generate questions that vary in 

their quality with respect to syntax, semantics or im-
portance. This is unavoidable and happens for different 
reasons, such as errors in sentence parsing, named entity 
recognition, and sentence simplification. To address this 
problem, ranking the large pool of questions according to 
their quality is needed. Stage 3 in our method implements 
a learning to rank algorithm to meet this challenge. 

4.1 Ranking Model 
In the ranking model, we used two common learning 

to rank approaches: Pointwise approach (Logistic Regres-
sion [37]) and Pairwise approach (RankSVM[43]). The 
logistic regression model is learned by fitting training 
data to a logit function by using the predictor binary vari-
able which indicates whether a question is acceptable or 
not. A RankSVM model is learned using a Pairwise ap-
proach which can naturally specify questions that are of 
an equivalent rank. Support Vector Machines (SVM) has 
been used previously for preference ranking in the con-
text of information retrieval. We adopt the same frame-
work for ranking questions. In this model, given a collec-
tion of questions ranked according to preferences be-
tween two questions represented by feature vector qi and 
qj, respectively, and a linear learning function f, we can 
say  

                       (1) 
Where  indicates that qi is preferred over qj. The 

function f is defined as f(q)=w q, where  

                              (2) 

In the context of SVM, these weight vectors or 
support vectors (w) are identified by minimizing the 
function using slack variables : 

min!,!!"
!
!
𝑤 ! + 𝑐 𝜉!"!"                      (3) 

Subject to the constraints:         
                                  

                                                                

                                                                                       
Finding the support vectors and the generalization 

of the Ranking SVM is done differently [32]. If the 

data are linearly separable, the slack variables  are 
all equal to 0. In this case, we can consider the ranking 
function as projecting the data points onto the separat-
ing hyperplane and the support vectors as the two 
points qi and qj nearest each other on the hyperplane. 
The generation is accomplished by calculating w to 
maximize the distance between these closest points. 
The distance or margin between these two points is 

formulated as . Like the classification 
SVM algorithm [44], the margin is maximized when 

 is minimized. 

4.2 Feature Definition 
The features used in the ranking models were devel-

oped by an in-depth analysis of questions generated from 
the training set. Question generation is a pipeline process, 
where errors could occur at any stage. The goal of our 
current ranking model is to filter questions with gram-
matical and semantic errors. If the source sentences are 
complex and lengthy, it is more likely to generate errone-
ous questions. In addition, if the sentence simplification is 
performed, it could cause errors since it is a rule-based 
approach. Furthermore, the performance of generating 
different types of questions could be different. In fact, 
which and where questions are more accurate than what 
questions. Therefore, these features should indicate the 
likelihood of generating an acceptable or unacceptable 
question in terms of the complexity of source sentences 
(Num.of NamedEntities, Num. of Main Verbs, Num.of 
Clauses and Length), the transformation performed dur-
ing the processing (IsCompressed and IsSplit), and ques-
tion type (InterrogativePronounType, AnswerPhra-
seType). The source sentence refers to the declarative sen-
tence in the description of the features below. There are 
10 features defined as below: 
1. Num. of Named Entities: this numeric feature de-

scribes the number of named entities in the source 
sentence.   

2. IsCompressed: this Boolean feature detects whether 
the source sentence is compressed. 

3. IsSplit: this Boolean feature detects whether the 
source sentence is split. 

4. InterrogativePronounType: this is a categorical fea-
ture that detects which question type is used, such 
as 什么时候(when),哪里(where) and 谁(who).   

5. IsPossessivePatternMatched: this Boolean feature 
indicates if the answer phrase is a possessive noun. 

6. AnswerPhraseType: this is a categorical feature that 
describes if the answer phrase in Subject, Object or 
Attribute.  

7. Num. of Clauses: this numeric feature shows the 

qi ≻ qj ⇔ f (qi ) > f (qj )
f

•
f (qi ) > f (qj )⇔ w •qi > w •qj

ijξ

( , ) : 1i j i j ijq q w q w q ξ∀ • ≥ • + −

( , ) : 0iji j ξ∀ ≥

ijξ

w
qqw ji )( −

w
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number of clauses in the source sentence. Each 
clause consists of an argument A0 (subject) followed 
by a main verb. 

8. Num. of Main Verbs: this numeric feature shows 
the number of main verbs in the source sentences. 

9. Negation: This is a Boolean feature for the presence     
of 不是 (not), 从不 (never), or 不 (no) in the ques-
tion. 

10. Length: this numeric feature describes the number 
of words in the source sentence. 

5 DATA AND ANNOTATION PROCESS 
 The corpus was a random sample of articles from the 

set of featured articles in New Practical Chinese Reader 
textbook with an average number of 5 sentences (See Ta-
ble 3). The New Practical Chinese Reader textbook was used 
to teach foreigners Chinese. It provides expository text at 
a reading level corresponding to elementary education or 
intermediate second language learning. Expository text 
exposes you to facts, plain and simple. Unlike narrative 
text, expository text does not tells a story and involve 
characters, which often described in a narrative text. For 
generating factual questions, expository text is easier than 
narrative text since the expository text contains many 
factual statements, including time, place and person. If 
we use other types of text, such as narrative text, only few 
questions could be generated since they do not contain 
many factual statements. In fact, different questions gen-
eration approaches were proposed for generating 
“What”, “Why” and “How” questions from narrative text 
[15]. This is reason why we choose expository text to gen-
erate factual question. We used the selected texts to gen-
erate the training and testing set which consist of 1,216 
(generated from 69 articles) and 600 (generated from 30 
articles) questions, respectively.  

The data was annotated as described next. We asked 
three Chinese linguistic majors to generate factual ques-
tions from the testing set and rate the quality of system 
generated questions as acceptable or unacceptable from 
the testing set and training set according to two major 
criteria, (1) grammaticality and (2) semantic correctness. 

Grammaticality refers to the presence or absence of 
grammar errors. Semantic correctness refers that the 
overall meaning of the generated question is relevant to 
the context and the question has no vagueness. These two 
major criteria was also used in the question generation 
shared task evaluation [45]. 

Each annotator was asked to read the text of each arti-
cle, and then rate approximately 180 questions automati-
cally generated from the text. If the article was in the test-
ing set, they had to generate factual questions before rat-
ing the system-generated questions. We only chose a sub-
set of the dataset (the testing set: 30 articles) for them to 
generate questions since it would take much effort to 
generate questions from 99 articles. For both the training 
set and testing set, each question was rated independent-
ly by three people to provide a more reliable gold stand-
ard. To assign final labels to these questions, a question 
was labeled as acceptable only if a majority of the three 
raters judged it as acceptable (i.e. grammatical and se-
mantic correctness). An inter-rater agreement of Fleiss’s 
κ= 0.58 was computed from the datasets acceptability 
ratings. This value corresponds to “moderate agreement” 
(Landis and Koch, 1977).  

6 EVALUATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This section describes the results of the experiments we 
conducted in order to evaluate the quality of the automat-
ically generated questions before and after ranking. The 
performance metrics we employed are precision and re-
call defined as follows, which are widely used by the 
question generation community [46]. For rankings, our 
metric is the percentage of the top N% labeled as accepta-
ble, for various N.  

 Recall = 
!! !!

!!
                             (4) 

Precision = 
!! !!

!!
                         (5) 

Where qh is the number of questions generated by our 
question generation system and qs is the number of ques-
tions generated by human annotators. 

TABLE 3: DATASET DESCRIPTION IN NEW PRACTICAL CHINESE READER 
Num. of Articles Num. of 

Sentences 
Num. 
of 
Words 

Ave. Num. 
of Sentences 
Per Article 

Ave. 
Num. of 
Words Per 
Article 

S.D. of Num. of 
Sentences Per 
Article 

S.D . of Num. of Words 
Per Article 

99 399 17572 5.33 177.49 1.57 44.41 

TABLE 4: QUESTION GENERATION RESULT IN THE TESTING SET 
 Question Type Recall Precision 

New Practical Chinese 
Reader Corpus 

Who (谁) 0.48 0.69 
Where (哪里) 0.68 0.79 
When (什么时候) 0.74 0.70 
How Many (多少) 0.70 0.71 
Which (哪家机构) 0.38 0.80 
What (什么) 0.87 0.44 
Macro-Average 0.64 0.69 
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6.1 Results for Unranked Questions 
We have evaluated the system performance in the test-

ing set, which includes 600 system-generated questions. 
Table 4 shows Which (Precision: 0.80) and Where (Preci-
sion: 0.79) questions get higher precision than others. 
Wrong entity recognition is the major cause of errors for 
these questions. For example, the LTP parser always rec-
ognizes a country as a place to generate where questions. 
For instance, China and Japan in the following example 
refer to a country or nation, rather than a place, which is 
how the LTP parser wrongly identifies them. 

 
岩田表示，他最大的愿望是通过自己的努力，促进中日

友好。 
Iwata expressed his best wish to the friendship between Chi-

na and Japan through his own effort. 
 
Moreover, some entities such as 阿莫尔型小行星 

(Amor asteroids) and基督学说 (Christian doctrine) have 
been wrongly recognized as an organization. Further-
more, we need to define more fine-grained rules for han-
dling multiple entities in a sentence. In the example be-
low, we should not generate questions about a particular 
place; instead, we should replace the whole adverb of 
place with 哪些城市 (which cities). 

 
蝗灾在乌兰察布市、呼仑贝尔盟、通辽市、赤峰市最为

严重。 
The plague of locusts in Wulanchabu City, Tongliao City, 

Baer Meng Hu Lun, Chifeng city is the most serious. 
 
What-questions are the most problematic (precision: 

0.44). Errors for these questions are caused by the follow-
ing major reasons:  

1. Occupations are recognized as an ordinary noun 
phrase by the LTP, which can not be used as an answer 
phrase for what question, such as记者 (reporter), 工程师 
(engineer), 老师 (teacher), 警察 (policy), 航天员 (astro-
naut) ，人员 (staff), 裁判(judge)，农民(farmer), 领导
(administrator) and 红军(Red Army). 

2. Abstract nouns can not be used as an answer phrase 
for what question, such as 成就 (achievement), 事件(event) 
and 场景(scene)  

3. Awkward questions were generated from possessive 
noun patterns. For example, the question 什么的郑双悦是
一名先进共产党员 (Whose Zheng Shuangyue is an out-
standing communist party member)?, was generated 

from the following sentence 草原工作站的郑双悦是一名先
进共产党员(The grassland workstation’s Zheng Shuang-
yue is an outstanding communist party member). 

For the how many questions, more question generation 
rule constraints should be defined. Some numbers refer to 
special departments, which cannot be used for generating 
how many questions. For example, the number 120 and 
110 mean a medical department and police department, 
respectively. Besides, the LTP parser generates parsing 
errors. For instance, the second (refers to time) is always 
wrongly identified as a number rather than a temporal 
noun.  
    Which (Recall:0.38) and Who (Recall:0.48) questions 
have poor recall because some entities can not be recog-
nized by the LTP parser. These unidentified organization 
entities include中国科学研究生院 (Chinese Academy of 
Sciences) and 领事馆 (consulate). Many person named 
entities includes the occupation names, such as 记者 (re-
porter) and 警察 (policeman), cannot be detected.  

6.2 Ranking Results 
For ranking experiments, we present results for the fol-

lowing ranking models: 
RankSVM: This model is implemented by RankSVM 

algorithm mentioned before. The RankSVM includes all 
the features described in previous section. 

Logistic Regression: This model is similar to the ap-
proach described by Collins [37] for ranking syntactic 
parses. Questions are ranked by the predictions of a 
logistic regression model of question acceptability.  
Baseline: The expectation of the performance if ques-

tions were ranked randomly. 
Gold Standard: The expected performance if all the 

acceptable questions were ranked higher than unaccepta-
ble. 

The baseline was 0.65(65% of all test set questions were 
labeled as acceptable by human annotators). Figure 5 
shows that most of ranking models were unstable for the 
top 150 questions. The RankSVM and Logistic Regression 
had very similarly sharp curve, which are higher than 
baseline overall. Table 5 shows the ranking results of the-
se models for the top 10%, 25% and 50% of the ranked 
questions. In the top 60 questions (10%) and top 150 ques-
tions (25%) and top 300 questions (50%), Linear Regres-
sion got better accuracy (0.83 in top 10%, 0.87 in top 25%, 
0.79 in top 50%) than RankSVM (0.70 in top 10%, 0.75 in 
top 25%, 0.69 in top 50%). 

TABLE 5: THE PERCENTAGE OF THE TOP RANKED QUESTIONS LABELED ACCEPTABLE WITH VARIOUS MODELS IN NEW 
PRACTICAL CHINESE READER CORPUS. 

Model Top10%(60) Top25%(150) Top50%(300) 
RankSVM 0.70 0.75 0.69 

Logistic Regression 0.83 0.87 0.79 

Baseline 0.65 0.65 0.65 

Gold Standard 1 1 1 
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A one-way ANOVA, at a 95% confidence level, was 
conducted to examine whether there are statistical differ-
ences among these models. The ANOVA indicated a sig-
nificant difference, F(3,2396)= 1787.32, p<0.05. Fishers’ 
least significant difference (LSD) tests at the 95% confi-
dence level were performed to determine whether signifi-
cant differences occurred between the mean scores for 
each pair of treatments. Results indicated Logistic Regres-
sion got better performance than RankSVM (MD:0.83, 
p<0.05). Moreover, RankSVM and Logistic Regression 
significantly outperformed Baseline.  

7. Discussion and Conclusion 
Automatic generation of natural questions is a chal-

lenging task. Previous work [23, 24] in Chinese factual 
question generation only relied on rule-based approach, 
and reported a poor performance (average precision:0.50, 
recall:0.5) based on a small dataset (100 sentences for 
evaluation) due to the limitations of the parser and the 
complexity of Chinese long sentences. This article ad-
dressed this challenge and presented a novel Chinese 
question generation system, which includes sentence 
simplification, question generation and ranking stages, 
built on the top of a recently developed Chinese natural 
language processing platform, called Language Technol-
ogy Platform [28].  

In order to evaluate the system performance, we col-
lected 99 articles from New Practical Chinese Reader 
textbook, a real language learning material, and analyzed 
the quality of system-generated questions. The experi-
mental result shows that the system performance reaches 
a recall of 0.64 and precision of 0.69. Most importantly, 
the results indicated that this approach is effective since 
the best ranking model (linear regression) improved the 
acceptability of the top 25% questions by more than 20% 
in the dataset. In particular, the statistical question rank-
ing models significantly outperformed baseline, which is 

consistent with results by Heilman [14]. Interestingly, the 
performance of the linear regression ranker that is used in 
the QG system was significantly different than the per-
formance of RankSVM. 

This study has some limitations. The first limitation is 
that we have not evaluated the effectiveness of the sys-
tem, which helps a human teacher to generate questions 
in a real teaching situation. Another limitation is that the 
question generation rules need improvement. Despite 
these limitations, we believe that this question generation 
approach is effective and the evaluation meaningful since 
we used real learning materials (New Practical Chinese 
Reader) to generate questions and a large number of sys-
tem generated questions (N=1816) had been evaluated. 

Our future work will focus on integrating the question 
generation tool into a learning management system and 
evaluating the effectiveness of the system as an authoring 
tool. Moreover, we will build a shared dataset for evaluat-
ing Chinese question generation systems, similar to Eng-
lish question generation [47]. Moreover, we will investi-
gate to generate deep questions based on information 
extraction or semantic dependency parsing techniques. 
The performance of named entity recognition in the LTP 
is one of the major issues for question generation. Since 
we cannot directly improve the LTP parser, one possible 
solution to improve the accuracy of the named entity 
recognition is to use a knowledge base, such as HowNet 
[48], to re-check the noun phrase outputted by the LTP. 
HowNet is a knowledge base unveiling inter-conceptual 
relationships and inter-attribute relationships of concepts 
[14]. For example, in HowNet, 领事馆 (consulate) can be 
correctly identified as an institution while 警察(policy), 记者
(reporter) and 农民(farmer) can be recognized as an occupation 
name. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 5: A graph of the percentage of acceptable questions in the top ranked questions using two ranking models in the testing set of New 
Practical Chinese Reader corpus 
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